In "The Autobiography" Mrs. Burr has made a genuine and valuable contribution to psychological literature. As we are reminded, the objective record has for years furnished material to the historian, while in the subjective record lies unused material of enormous value to the psychologist. The book is a pioneer, the first serious attempt at a comparative study of subjective autobiography, and contains a careful and critical survey of two hundred and sixty-five autobiographies, dating from the earliest Christian times to the beginning of the nineteenth century. These figures, however, can convey only a faint idea of the prodigious amount of work involved, since many times that number of books had to be read before they could be rejected as unfit for' the author's purpose. Confining herself exclusively to subjective autobiography?the "culte de soi"?she has admitted none to her pages who fails to pass at her hands the double test of earnestness of purpose and sincerity of execution. This "autobiographical intention" is best defined in Mrs. Burr's opinion by the words of Marie Bashkirtsev,?"As if no one in the world were to read it, yet with the purpose of being read."
The book makes an appeal, however, not only to the psychologist, nor solely to the student, for whose help and guidance certain classsifications and an index are appended, but also to the lover of books, and especially of personal memoirs. 
